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INTRODUCTION 

October 11, 1882 marked the centenary of the birth of the Black 

Canadian - American composer, R. Nathaniel Dett (1882 -1943). One year and 

assorted oommemorative festivities later finds the majority of the 

American public still largely unaware of his work. 

Precious little has been written about this unique composer, and 

when written at all, has been concentrated on his vocal compositions 

such as "Listen to the Lambs," for chorus; and his "Religious Folk Songs 

of the Negro as Sung at the Hampton Institute," for which he won the 

first Harmon Foundation Award in 1927. 

Of his piano music, only his early period In the Bottoms Suite 

has been recorded, and of that suite, only the "Juba Dance" is performed 

with any frequency. The purpose of this paper, then, is to acquaint a 

wider audience with his piano literature through chronicling the com- 

poser's life and exploring his Works for Piano. 

vi 



CHAPTER 1 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES SHAPING EARLY LIFE 

Though born in Drummondaville, Canada, on October 11, 1882, Robert 

Nathaniel Dett's roots were American. His father, Robert Tue Dett, came 

from Reistertown, Maryland; while his mother, Charlotte Washington Dett, 

though born and educated in Niagara Falls, Canada, had parents who emi- 

grated from the Washington, D.C. area. 

The mid -nineteenth century found Drummondsville and adjacent 

Niagara Falls, Ontario containing large Black populations. Undoubtedly 

this transpired because Harriet Tubman's 'underground railway' for es- 

caped slaves ended at nearby Niagara Falls, N.Y. Therefore one might 

safely conclude that Charlotte Dett's parents most probably were escaped 

slaves, even though no corroborating records of this speculation exist.1 

Dett's birth in Canada afforded him opportunities not available to 

most Black Americans during the same time period: 

'ßoth my father and my mother were educated and both 

were musical. Father played the piano a little and guitar 
very well, and he also sang baritone. For many years he was 

first bass at the Old Mount Olive Baptist Church, Chicago. 

My mother played the piano, sang soprano and, as a regular 

part of the entertainment interest of the town, was fond of 

getting up concerts of local tlent which were patronized by 
both colored and white people. 

1Vivian Flagg McBrier, R. Nathaniel Dett: His Life and Works, 

1882 -1943. Washington: Associated Publishers, 1977, p. 1. 

2R. N. Dett, "From Bell Stand to Throne Room," Etude, LII (Feb- 

ruary, 1934), 1979. 
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It was Mrs. Dett who instilled in young Nathaniel a love of poetry, 

literature and music. A bright child, he developed the ability, at an 

early age, to memorize and recite long passages from Tennyson and Shake- 

speare, as well as the Bible. This precocity extended to music: 

"I played the piano ever since I can remember. No one 
taught me; I just "picked it up." I used to follow my two 
older brothers to the house of their teacher and sit, an in- 
terested spectator, while their lessons were in progress. 
On the rare occasions when the teacher happened to leave the 
room to get more music I would slide from my chair, fly to 
the piano stool, and play until warned by my brothers that 
"teacher" was returning. After one such absence she became 
curious as to who the performer was, saying that the music 
was "better playing than my brothers did." When they told 
her who it was that had been playing, she asked me to play 
for her, but I was too shy. Finally, she hid herself one 
day behind the curtains at the window and my brothers per- 
suaded me to play some of the things I had heard her play. 
The result was that she offered to give me free lessons. 

And that was where some of my troubles began, be- 
cause I never would play anything as it was written. I 

was always changing a composition and playing it in a way 
that I thought "sounded better." One day in despair, my 
teacher told my mother of the very great dislike I had for 
following the score. 

"Send him home to me," said my mother, "and I'll see 
that he practices the music as it is written." And she 
did -with a big switch, to emphasize my wrongdoing when I 

would stray to improvisation from the printed page. But 
it didn't cure me :3 

Dett's father provided the financial backbone of the family. He was 

often away from home since his job as a railroad porter took him either into 

the United States (Chicago) or deeper into Canada (Montreal to Vancouver, 

British Columbia). He finally went into business for himself, operating a 

hotel, first in Niagara Falls, Ontario and then in Niagara Falls, New York. 

It was in 1893 that the family formally moved to Niagara Falls, New 

York. There they managed a 17 -room tourist home near the railroad tracks, 

3May Stanley, "Helping to Lay Foundations for Negro Music Future," 
Musical America, July 8, 1918. 
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perhaps one -half hour's walk from the Falls. 

Dett's mother, Mrs. Charlotte Dett, standing on front porch of her 
home in Niagara Falls, New York -about 1912. 

Fig. No. 1 

Exposure to the hotel business was to prove very useful to young 

Nathaniel. At age fourteen, it became necessary for him to work because 

his parents had separated and his mother, alone, had to rear himself and 

his brother Samuel. When attempts at selling newspapers failed, he ob 

tained employment as a bellhop at the Cataract Hotel in Niagara Falls. 

This job offered him the opportunity to play, in his free time, a rose 

wood Chickering Grand Piano located in one of the parlors. This impromptu 

format allowed him to be heard by admiring guests of the hotel, and re 

sulted in a weekly engagement at the Niagara Falls Country Club. 

3 



One visitor to the Cataract was to prove an interesting influence. 

Dr. Hoope from Berlin, Germany, after hearing Dett play, talked with him 

about Dvorak and his use of Indian and Negro melodies as thematic material 

for larger forms. Dr. Hoope noted Dett's abilities as an artist and ad- 

vised him to come to Germany for musical study.4 At the time, Dr. Hoope's 

comments about Dvorak's work did not impress the young Dett. However, in 

time they would! 

Dett's early piano studies with local teachers were negligible, in 

the sense that he developed musically and improvisationally on his own, 

but made little progress in technical ability. This trend was happily 

ameliorated when, from 1901 to 1903, he studied piano with Oliver Willis 

Halstead at the Halstead Conservatory in Lockport, New York. 

The end of the first year's study found Dett giving his first 

serious piano recital consisting of the Beethoven Sonata in F Major, Op. 1 

No. 2; Chopin Nocturne in G Minor, Op. 37, No. 1; Schumann Soaring, Op. 55, 

No. 5 and several unpublished works by the nineteen -year old Dett. This 

first foray into serious music was successful and encouraged young Dett 

to consider a serious musical career.5 

4McBrier, Op. Cit., p. 6. 

5Stanley, Op. Cit., Musical America, XXVIII (July, 1918). 
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CHAPTER 2 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

The year 1903 found Dett enrolled in a five -year program of study 

at the Oberlin College Conservatory of Music, Oberlin, Ohio, with a double 

major in Piano and Composition. One of the few colleges which then ad- 

mitted Black students, Oberlin was also one of the finest conservatories 

then in existence in the United States. 

The Oberlin College official seal stresses 'Learning and Labor.' 

As a participant in this philosophy, Dett held two part -time jobs to help 

meet his expenses: firing furnaces and directing the choir at Mt. Zion 

Baptist Church in Oberlin. A dedicated student, Dett gained admission 

to Phi Beta Kappa and took first honors in a class of One hundred for two 

of his four programed compositions.1 

Musically speaking, his early piano works are insignificant. 

Cave of the Winds and Inspiration Waltze date from this period. Both are 

available in the Library of Congress and are programmatic music demonstrat- 

ing 19th century romanticism. 

Perhaps the most significant musical event during this Oberlin 

period was a shift in philosophy. Dett recalled earlier that: 

"My grandmother sang spirituals with a very beautiful 
but frail soprano voice, but to the ears of her grandchildren 
educated in northern white schools and used mostly to the 
hymns of the northern white churches, these primitive Negro 

1Vivian Flagg McBrier, Op. Cit., p. 10 
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songs sounded strange, wierd and unnatural, yet they were 
never without a certain fascination. "2 

The Oberlin experience was to irrevocably change this: 

"But the most vivid and far -reaching memory I have 
of Oberlin was the result of a visit of the famous Kniesel 
String Quartet, who played as part of one of their programs 
a slow movement by Dvorak, based on traditional airs. 
Suddenly it seemed I heard again the frail sweet voice of 
my long -departed grandmother, calling across the years; 
and, in a rush of emotion which stirred my spirit to its 
very center, the meaning of the songs which had given her 
soul such peace was revealed to me. "3 

Dett graduated from Oberlin in 1908 when he received the Bachelor 

of Music degree with a major in piano and composition from the Oberlin 

Conservatory of Music. He was the first person of his race to complete 

this course of study. 

Education was to remain of paramount importance to Nathaniel Dett. 

In 1920 he studied composition with Arthur Foote at Harvard. In 1924 

and 1926, respectively, he received honorary doctorates from Howard 

University and Oberlin Conservatory. In 1929 he studied composition with 

Nadia Boulanger at Fountainbleau. And in spite of already having two 

honorary doctorates, he took a leave of absence from teaching in 1931 to 

obtain a Master's degree from Eastman.4 

2Dett, Throne Room, Etude LII, February, 1934. 

3Dett, Loc. Cit. 

4Hildred Roach, Black American Music: Past and Present. Boston: 
Crescendo Publishing Co., 1978. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SIGNIFICANT INSPIRATIONS FROM ETHNIC FOLK SOURCES AND RELIGION 

Armed with a degree and competent training, young Dett was ready to 

pursue a career in serious music. Race was to play an increasingly impor- 

tant part in his musical life. As such, Dvorak's published statement in 

the New York Times noting that the spirit and theme of his New World 

Symphony were based upon native sources, especially the music of the Negro 

community, were now to have their impact on Dett's future output. Dvorak 

was uncompromising in approach: 

"These beautiful and varied themes are the product of 
the soil. They are American. They are the folk music of 
America and your composers must turn to them. In the Negro 
melodies of America I discover all that is needed for the 
creation of a great and noble School of Music. "1 

This would inspire Dett to later write: 

"'To those of us who believe with Dvorak that the 
future music of the country must be founded on what is 

called Negro melodies, it is gratifying to see the large 
number of composers who have recently turned to the use 
of Indian and Negro folk tunes, if not as actual themes, 
as the acknowledged source of their musical inspiration,' 
said Mr. Dett. 'In this country we are, musically, in 
much the same position as a man who owns a valuable mine. 
The fact that there are minerals in the ground, that he 
has that great supply of wealth stored up, will mean little 
to the owner unless he utilizes it. We have this wonderful 
store of folk music -the melodies of an enslaved people, 
who poured out their longings, their griefs and their 
aspirations in the one great, universal language. But this 

1John Rublowsky, Black Music in America. New York: Basic Books, 
Inc., Publishers, 1971, p. 6. 
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store will be of no value unless we utilize it, unless we 
treat it in such manner that it can be presented in choral 
form, in lyric and operatic works, in concertos and suites 
and salon music - unless our musical architects take the 
rough timber of Negro themes and fashion from it music which 
will prove that we, too, have national feelings and charac- 
teristics, as have the European peoples whose forms we have 
zealously followed for so long. 

'The Negro people as a whole cannot be looked to as 
a very great aid in the work of conserving their folk music,' 
Mr. Dett continued. 'At the present time they are inclined 
to regard it as a vestige of the slavery they are trying to 
put behind them and to be ashamed of it. Moreover, the pre- 
vailing manner of presenting Negro music to the public -the 
'coon' song of vaudeville or the minstrel show -has not 
tended to increase appreciation of it, either among the 
Negro or white races. 

'There is great need of education, continued education, 
for the Negro that he may properly appreciate the rare mus- 
ical legacy bequeathed to him by his ancestors. At the same 
time there is a still greater need for doing away with the 
slavish admiration in which the average American musician 
has held all things European. Surely, when a Dvorak, a 

Busoni, a Coleridge Taylor and a Laparra can come over here 
and in a few months gather themes for some of their greatest 
works- gathering them from our slighted and ignored native 
music -it is not too much to hope that an increasing number 
of our own musicians will come to appreciate fully the great 
fund of material that lies waiting at their hand. When they 
do we shall cease to be an 'echo of Europe.' 

'The argument is sometimes made that when one takes a 
Negro theme as the basis for an anthem, a suite or a choral 
work it robs the music of its original charm -that it is no 
longer characteristic, that it does not truly represent the 
old plantation melodies. Yet, no one argues that the music 
of Tchaikovsky is not typically Russian, and Tchaikovsky's 
works form one of the finest examples we have of the use of 
folk tunes in the more elaborate phases of art -form develop- 
ment. "2 

Not everyone agreed with Dvorak's original thesis. Witness this 

response by eminent American composer, Edward MacDowell: 

"We have been offered a pattern for an American National 
Music oostume by the Bohemian, Dvorak- though what Negro mel- 
odies have to do with Americanism in art still remains a 
mystery . . 

2Dett, Throne Room 
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Masquerading in the so- called nationalism of Negro 
clothes cut in Bohemia cannot help American Music." 

But Dett was to remain uncompromising to the end about his art, 

and what he deemed to be the proper influences upon it, education and re- 

ligion. A chamber music commission which then Library of Congress Music 

Chief, Carl Engel, offered, but which Dett ultimately did not accept, best 

illustrates this point: 

"'I am anxious to know,' Engel wrote, 'if you would 
be interested in accepting the commission to write a quartet 
for the following instruments: piano, violin, saxophone, 
and banjo. The work would be in the form of a suite, or in 
the regular quartet form of three or four movements. But 
personally, I should think that a suite of three movements 
would be the happier form, as it would not be too long, 
and yet afford enough change for effective contrasts between 
the various movements. I purposely refrain from using the 
word 'jazz' in connection with such a work, but I have in 
mind that the work should have a distinctly racial flavor 
and yet be in the truest sense first -class chamber music.' 
He concludes by stating that the composition should be com- 
pleted by August 1 and that the composer would be paid 5250 
on delivery of the manuscript. For nine months following, 
it would remain unpublished, and exclusive performing rights 
would rest with the Library of Congress. "4 

Dett's first response, dated March 1, 1926, reveals his artistic concept 

on racial integrity: 

"I am going to be very candid with you. All races 

have inheritances: left to their own devices, they will 

naturally follow their native bend. An effort from the 
outside to lay down rather strict lines along which their 

art should develop can only result in self- consciousness 
and, consequently, in unartistic and insincere results. 
If I may be so bold as to make a suggestion, it would be 

this: that without trying to prescribe for what instru- 
ments or combination of instruments any Negro should write, 

3Rublowsky, Op. Cit., p. 7. 

4Letter from Carl Engel to R. Nathaniel Dett, February 15, 1983, 

Library of Congress. 
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They should be promised a reward for any composition -chamber 
music if you like -- employing an indigenous idiom. "5 

On March 8, Engel replied that a commission might often state instrumenta- 

tion. . . and that the ensemble would have the benefit or merit of being 

a novelty.6 But the most important response from Dett, for our purposes, 

is his letter of March 20, which reveals in no uncertain terms his reason 

for refusing the commission: 

"The instruments you suggested have never been approved 
by the Negro church as an institution. The fact that the 
Negro church has dominated Negro life almost entirely would 
make the use of the instruments which you suggest incongruous 
to the expression you seem to wish. Do what we will, we can- 
not run away from traditions and associations. The best class 
of Negro music, which is represented by the spirituals, could 
never in the Negro mind be interpreted on a banjo or a saxo- 
phone which,to the bondman's point of view, were instruments 
of the devil. Also, the long -drawn -out style of the more 
soulful of Negro songs could not be faithfully portrayed on a 
banjo, although the saxophone might do this reasonably well; 
the difficulty of making the instrument play softly in its 
lower register is against it, as many Negro cadences are low 
pitched; also the associations of the saxophone have not been 
regarded as respectable, even by people whose racial background 
is not a religious one. It is evident, then, how much more 
improper such an instrument would be to interpret Negro music 
truly. "7 

The conclusion of the letter indicates that Dett's thirty- five -hour -per 

week teaching schedule at the Hampton Institute would prevent him from 

creating the work under discussion by August, as requested.8 

5de Lerma, Dominique -Rene, "Dett and Engel: A Question of Cultural 
Pride" in Your Musical Cue (Bloomington, Ind. ) V7n2 (November 1970) p. 3 

Ede Lerma, Op. Cit., p. 4. 

Ide Lerma, Op. Cit., p. 5. 

8Ibid . 
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Dett's love for and dedication to art music with a religious base 

is best evidenced by his publishing of "Religious Folk Songs of the Negro 

as Sung at the Hampton Institute," in 1927; and by his acclaimed tour of 

Europe as director of the Hampton Institute Choir in 1930, in which he 

presented his arrangements of spirituals alongside established classical 

composers. But by this time he had already published, in 1914, what was 

to be his most enduring vocal composition: Listen to the Lambs.9 

Dett classified Listen to the Lambs as a "religious characteristic 

in the form of an anthem. . .(he says that he wrote this composition) out 

of a feeling that the Negro people, especially the students of Hampton 

Institute, where I was then teaching, should have something musically 

which would be peculiarly their own and yet bear comparison with the 

national utterances of other peoples' work in art forms. "10 The work is 

in basic ternary form, and Dett is careful to preserve the quality of the 

original spiritual, the first two measures of which comprise the musical 

idea on which the anthem is based: 

Original Spiritual 

Lis ten to th lambs, Listen to th lambs, 

All a cry -in 

9Roach, Op. Cit., p. 102. 

10McBrier, 
Op. Cit., p. 36. 

Fig. No. 2a 
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Dett's adaptation: 

Measures 1 -4 
Moderato . Uatl..id Daft 

All a - cry - mitt Fig. No. 2b 

Parte I and II are characterized by brief texts. "Listen to the 

Lambs! All a- crying!" is taken from the spiritual in Part I; while "He 

shall feed his flock like a shepherd, and carry the young lambs in his 

bosom," is a quotation from the Bible (Isaaih 41:11). 

Measures 52 --55 

Soprano Solo 
afoot/Ito **press. 

He shall feed his flock like a sbep-berd,_. and 

1411INIMMIrY111Mi 
MD WM MNIM. 110M 
MI MEP INN INNIS 1.1. 

Part II's music is original 
but in a folk style outlined 
by simplicity. Although 
written in F Major, it fea- 
tures a Soprano solo built 
on the pentatonic scale. 

Fig. No. 3 



nett employs many devices for special interest: setting one text 

against another in a different voice, steadily moving rhythm against syn- 

copated rhythm, as well as the stepwise ascending and descending movement 

of the basses and tenors. But it is the relentless repetition of "all 

a- crying" which drives the composition to its ultimate point. 

Example 
Measures 183 -186 

2.IITTI 

1- - 
all 

-1 111-4' 

All _ cry- iag, 
o TI 

all - cry- leg, 
pl 

r , :s . 
All a _ cry - lug, 
?07'V f aarcalu 

all _ CST.. i.ng, 

:=1,::=, ili 
all 

if 
='i 43.:E. A _ ris.. ..=s 

Lis-ten to the lambs a-cry-ing, 
TIITTI f rnNrrafo 

==_-_4E:.-3 
1ís-ten to the lambs a-cry_ieg, all 

if` 2 .. ... .L2 1.. .... _! T _ _. : :- Mr-. -: -- :--:-seg---- 
Lis-ten to the lambs a-cry-log, Ils-ten to the lambs a-cry-ing, 

. . 

- 
all 

r 3 s -----2 - - T- ---,..- 
.7 

,.-- B =2=1"""=11 - -.. -g-= - - IIIIIM SD II= 

Fig. No. 4 

The final justification for the "rightness" of adapting folksongs 

comes eloquently from the composer himself: 

"It should be stated that controversies arising from 
the discussion as to whether or not one ought to try "to im- 
prove" the folksong, be it a Negro folksong or whatever its 
source, are absurd. One might as well talk of "improving" 
a full -grown tree or a rose blossom. We try to preserve the 
tree or the rose because of its beauty and worth. Either 
one, through the skill of man, may be made presently to dis- 
integrate later to reappear in other creations of beauty and 
utility. Even so, the folksong is rich in elements which may 
be the inspiration of new creations resembling the original as 
a desk resembles a tree -only in the nature of its material. "11 

11 
Stanley Op. Cit. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THREE PERIODS 

Dett was an unabashed romanticist who composed in small forms, 

and who consistently used extra musical ideas. His piano works can be 

roughly divided into three periods: lyrical melodies, simple struc- 

tures and unpretentious charm distinguish the first period; while en- 

hanced harmony in the form of chromaticism, altered chords and 

ornamentation mark the second period -along with a decidely more 

improvisational style; and the third period chronicles a shift toward 

more modern harmonies, with such devices as consecutive fourths and 

sevenths, shifting tonalities and altered seventh and ninth chords. 

Undoubtedly, Dett's most popular composition is the "Juba Dance" 

from In the Bottoms Suite. First published in 1913, and premiered the 

same year by Fanny Bloomfield Ziesler, the piece was to be championed 

by Percy Grainger some seven years later. 1 

As a representative of Dett's first period, "Juba Dance" is ideal. 

Its structure is simple (ternary form with coda); its charm unpreten- 

tious; its melodies are lyrically memorable, and it takes less than 

three minutes to perform. Already Dett shows a predilection for con- 

secutive fourths as evidenced in the right hand part of this example. 

(Fig. No. 5, next page) 

1NcBrier, Op. Cit., p. 21. 
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1 

A 

DANCE 
jt BA 

Non Troppo Allegro (: _ 120 -144 ) 

; s =t _s_ '".- ;.. s.. 4.: -.-.j S .. M-.-A'S'1 -/ -. 1 'Y. 1. 1J -M-_ _ - - - 
- --.a.P ... _ --. 1 -- 

w0r legato ; _- 

. . aNIIP -MIMI wí=.-.- - -INIMIIIIIIIMI 411Z.'s- 
Fig. No. 5 

Meanwhile notice the monotonous rhythm of the left hand in the above 
example, very much like accompanying hand claps. 

The middle section introduces new material in the sub dominant, B flat major: 

56 

s s s 4 3 
' z .n_77-,_".r...1-2. .n_77-,_".r...1-2. - - _a- : .Le__ 

1 

s 
I 1 1 7 4==== AS I f * 

i 
I 

-- f t t 
S j. _ Tfi 

¡L 
I 

s a 4 
: =---- 

_ . 1 II . 

_ 
a , -; , - I:=1=1 _ s ̀ _-- 

, . -- tr - 
s 

followed by a diminution of the first theme: 

^¡ 'IL t f 'w ' _1 ._ . . r R 1f,, --' ---`_` _ -----,--- 
1,41 

;_ b- _][ I. A. r 
15 

t t 

Fig. No. 6 

Fig. No. 7 



and the triumphant return of the first theme is followed by a brilliant 

coda: 

ti* 
. ': - 

. $ 
b .. TD: ' -s- 

Y 
, 

, ¡ . f I V 

8 
os 
! AL P .. - - - -- -- :- 

... . ! c 
. 

, 

d 
gaio 

1 J 
fl_,- _. 

{ 

- r - - mw------ Iy 
^ .. =1 ! v T-0, 

1 

f b: 

--- J 
:/ If 

( { 

. si -t s1 .2.,==..- =======m- 
r { 

"Winter'll Soon be Over" (1928) from the Cinnamon Grove Suite best 

represents Dett's second pianistic period. It begins unpretentiously with 

the following four -bar melody based on an old Negro air: 

Iv 
OH. the winter ll 'eon br o.er. children, - 
Yes, my Loru. 

Fig. No. 9 
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an episode in fourths fifth arpeggiated: 

then treated sequentially and sustained: 

next freely treated: 

Fig. No. 10 

Fig. No. 11 

(altered chords) 

brings us back to the theme using octave displacement: 

s 3 
J 1 4 

Fig. No. 12 

MEP NM IINIIR INW .... . .. 
WIM..IMMI .MII9111 IMISs a. II1=11 e..at11 

IILViMPINNIMIIIIi 
r11=1..... Y a=. . a 

11\ grazioso p ...a:. 
OWN uMIISINIM 

r 
. akc" ' -- RIM, OMNI . IMMIN- v _._ .o.._ 

.11INIMIMISJEW _ . 
Fig. No. 13 
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which will modulate many times: 

{ 

I 7 

- --...--------- -/.---- - ---------- 77111J1777111J17.1 77 ------- ., - - 7. r. =... 11111. 
- 
s 

V. 7 
--V---- 

77771771 

. 

7771 
MI 

11/--- --- 7.7 . ANN/ .7, .'7_. : r .7 777-77 r .10/7,.7 L. 
¡J' r 

G major r - aa s 
IA i7 r.... r. . .. s . s s. f 1=11 - i s-s 
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Of his last period, "Martha Complained" from Eight Bible Vignettes 

(1943), represents a culmination of all artistic endeavors to date. 

Though written for the piano, it has distinct literary, orchestral and 

vocal allusions. Based on a Bibical happening freely improvised, Dett 

represents the monotonous drugery of work by the ground bass, and the 

high pitched melody depicts her dissatisfaction with it. 

Martha Complained 
Larghetto :-- 72-14o 6 
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Fig. No. 17 

Martha's feelings become more and more tense, until finally, in 

her impatience, she breaks a dish (an imaginative incident represented by 

this arpeggiated dissonant chord: 

Fig. No. 18 
and this proves to be the last straw. 

2R. N. Dett, Introduction to Martha Complained. 
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So she goes straight to the Lord: 

straight to the Master : 
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Lord, dost Thou not care that nay sis -ter has left me to serve s - 

lone? Bid her these -tare come and help me,- bid her there -fore come and help me. 

But Jeans reproves her:- 

Mar -tha, Mar -the, ]itsrr -iba, You are care -fol and troubled about raspy 

things: But one thing is need- fol: And Mary hath chosen that good part, aim shall not be taken s- 

MMIAMMI., 
MIS .111a 
OMa. =MI I:i 

WBy fram her. (To Which it is easy to conceive the celestial choir responding:- A - MEN) 

Martha returns to her duties sad upon reflection (it is the composer's thought) s change takes 
place in her feelings ; the music changes from minor to major, indicating that something d light has 
passed into her soul. 

Fig. No. 19 

There is no question of Dett's advancement from the last period. 

Witness The Barber Nocturne like qualities of the writing with low bass, 

high upper; thereby richer in implied overtones: 
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followed by this brilliant chromatic cadence: 
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Fig. No. 21 

Note the orchestral treatment of the recitative sections: 
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The ending is both simple and profound -and finally in Major: 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The Introduction stated that R. Nathaniel Dett is an unjustly 

neglected composer. At the termination of this paper, this fact is 

strongly evident. 

America is very fortunate that Dett championed American music 

in general, and Negro music in particular. 

Dett's music will eventually find its place in time. Then, 

perhaps, his own words which were the finale to his July 18, 1918 

Musical America interview may prove to be prophetic: 

"Thus did Haydn pass on to Liszt through Mozart 
and Beethoven and the hosts of others who intervened, 
the Spirit of Song of the people, enabling man in his 
endless struggle toward the ultimate to make a more 
courageous steplinto the future, having kept faith 
with the past." 

Stanley, Op. Cit., Musical America, XXVIII (July, 1918). 
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